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Abstract: To better understand how developmental regulatory networks are defined in
the genome sequence, the Berkeley Drosophila Transcription Network Project (BD-
NTP ) has developed a suite of methods to describe 3D gene expression data, i.e.,
the output of the network at cellular resolution for multiple time points. To allow re-
searchers to explore these novel data sets we have developed PointCloudXplore (PCX).
In PCX we have linked physical and information visualization views via the concept of
brushing (cell selection). For each view dedicated operations for performing selection
of cells are available. In PCX, all cell selections are stored in a central management
system. Cells selected in one view can in this way be highlighted in any view allowing
further cell subset properties to be determined. Complex cell queries can be defined
by combining different cell selections using logical operations such as AND, OR, and
NOT. Here we are going to provide an overview of PointCloudXplore 2 (PCX2), the
latest publicly available version of PCX. PCX2 has shown to be an effective tool for
visual exploration of 3D gene expression data. We discuss (i) all views available in
PCX2, (ii) different strategies to perform cell selection, (iii) the basic architecture of
PCX2., and (iv) illustrate the usefulness of PCX2 using selected examples.
1 Introduction
Understanding how embryo development is controlled is a fundamental question in biol-
ogy. Specific combinations of developmental regulatory factors –forming parts of complex
genetic regulatory networks– are responsible for determining the cell fates [Law92]. Bi-
ologists have typically analyzed gene expression and morphology by visual inspection of
photomicrographic images. In order to understand animal development, methods to com-
putationally describe gene expression at cellular resolution are required. To address this
challenge, the BDTNP has developed image analysis methods to extract information about
gene expression from 3D imaging data, using early Drosophila melanogaster embryos as
a model [BDT]. Blastoderm stage Drosophila embryos are stained, mounted, and imaged
using laser microscopy. The image stacks are then converted into matrices specifying the
position of blastoderm nuclei and the expression levels of select genes in and around each
nucleus [LKF+06, KFL+06]. These novel, so called PointCloud datasets, promise to be an
invaluable resource for studying embryo development. Due to the limited number of dif-
ferent fluorophores we can spectrally distinguish as well as the difficulty in adding multiple
labels to embryos it is, however, experimentally not practical to obtain the expression of
more than a few genes in a single embryo. To make possible to compare the relationships
between regulators and their many target genes in a common coordinate framework, a set
of PointClouds are registered into one or more Virtual PointClouds [FLK+05, FLK+07].
To help biologists to compare and analyze 3D gene expression data, we developed Point-
CloudXplore (PCX), a tool specifically designed for exploration of PointCloud data. In
PCX, we have linked physical and information visualization views via the concept of
brushing (cell selection). Here we are going to introduce PointCloudXplore 2 (PCX2),
the next publicly available version of PCX. We are going to discuss all views available
in PCX2 and describe how linking of the views via cell selection is used for effective
data exploration. Afterwards, we will explain different dedicated strategies for perform-
ing cell selection and describe the basic architecture of PCX2. The following parts of
this manuscript are structured as follows. In Section 2 we will provide an overview of
related work. The different visualization techniques available in PCX2 are then described
in Section 3. In Section 4.1 and 4.2, linking of the views via cell selection and all opera-
tions for performing and combining cell selections will be explained. A brief overview of
the implementation of PCX2 will be provided in Section 5. In Section 6 we present our
conclusions and describe future plans.
2 Previous Work
PCX2 makes use of the established concept of linking multiple views to visualize high-
dimensional 3D gene expression data [BWK00]. In the WEAVE system, e.g., a combi-
nation of linked physical views and information visualization views was used for explo-
ration of cardiac simulation and measurement data [GRW+00]. Henze [Hen98] proposed
a system of multiple views (called Portraits in his paper) for exploring time-varying com-
putational fluid dynamics (CFD) data sets. Both Henze’s system for CFD data and the
WEAVE system use linked views to define features in a data set by refining queries based
on brushes. In PCX2, brushes are called cell selectors since this term is found to be more
intuitive by target users. Doleisch et al. formalized the concept of defining features via
queries using information visualization views and utilizing logical operations to combine
several brushes [DGH03] (see also Hauser et al. [HLD02]). A variety of extensions to
3D scatter plots were proposed by Piringer et al. [PKH04] and Kosara et al. [KSH04]
improving depth perception and perception of the sample distribution in all dimensions.
Parallel coordinates are a standard visualization for high-dimensional data while many
extensions to standard parallel coordinates have been developed to make them more useful.
Wegman and Luor [WL97] proposed usage of transparency and “over-plotting” translucent
data points/lines to reveal inherent data characteristics by highlighting dense areas. Fua et
al. [FWR99] proposed hierarchical parallel coordinates, including several techniques for
visualization of selected subsets of the data which are in part also available in PCX2.
3 Visualizing 3D Gene Expression
PCX2 provides different visualizations for 3D gene expression data. In physical views a
3D model, or 2D projections of the 3D model, are used to visualize spatial gene expression
patterns (Section 3.1). To support analysis of relationships between the expression of genes
directly in expression space, PCX2 features scatter-plots (Section 3.2) as well as parallel
coordinates (Section 3.3) as abstract information visualization views. To allow comparison
of the expression of genes in a single cell, the Cell Magnifier shows the expression of all
genes in a user defined cell as bar-graph (Section 3.4).
Figure 1: 3D Cell View with expression levels of the genes eve and ftz shown via color (left).
Unrolled View and expression surface showing the expression pattern of the gene giant (gt) during
early embryo development (right).
3.1 Physical Views
Physical views are used in PCX2 to visualize and analyze spatial patterns of gene expres-
sion. PCX2 features 3D as well as 2D visualizations of the embryo. In the 3D views
spherical icons (not shown) or polygonal faces are used to represent individual cells (see
Figure 1 left). To also take the movement of cells over time into account the user can
choose which cell positions from which time-step should be used in the visualization. By
using different projections of the 3D embryo model dedicated 2D visualizations of the
embryo are created. Figure 1 (right) shows an embryo projected to a 2D plane using a
cylindrical projection. PCX2 also allows one to use orthographic projection to create three
additional 2D views of the embryo described in more detail in Weber et al. [WRH+07].
In addition to providing an overview of the entire embryo, projecting the embryo to a plane
has the advantage of freeing one dimension up for displaying additional information. In
PCX2, this “free” dimension can be used to display gene expression values as surface plots.
The height of an expression surface is determined by the expression values measured for
the gene it represents while the xy-position of surface points are defined by the position of
the cells in the underlying 2D physical view. As shown in the right panel of Figure 1, such
surface plots enable a more quantitative analysis of gene expression data than possible
when just using color. Multiple surfaces can be used to compare quantitative relationships
between genes. More details about physical views and their use for the analysis of 3D
gene expression are provided in [RWK+06, WRH+07].
Figure 2: 4-panel layout of three 2D and the according 3D scatter-plot as displayed in PCX2
3.2 Scatter-plots
In contrast to physical views of the embryo, abstract views, such as scatter-plots, discard
spatial information and show the quantitative relationships between multiple genes expres-
sion in one or all cells. In a scatter-plot, three genes are selected and mapped to the three
axes of the Cartesian coordinate system. Each of the axes represents the expression of one
gene ranging from no expression at the origin to maximum relative expression. A single
point is used to represent each cell of the embryo while the location of the point is speci-
fied according to the relative gene expression levels measured for the corresponding cell.
To enhance depth perception and to better distinguish separate points we use color, halos,
and alpha blending. As shown in Figure 2, in PCX2 we use a 4-panel layout in which a
3D scatter-plot (lower-right panel) is augmented with a set of 2D scatter plots showing the
expression relationships between the three possible gene-pairs in the 3D plot. See Weber
et al. [WRH+07] for more detailed information.
Scatter-plots are in general found to be an intuitive visualization and are used to reveal
information about relationships between genes. In the scatter-plot of eve and ftz (Figure 2
lower-left panel), e.g., a clear anti-correlation between the two genes can be seen.
3.3 Parallel Coordinates
To make visualization of the expression of many genes in parallel possible, PCX2 fea-
tures parallel coordinates. Parallel coordinates were proposed independently by Insel-
berg [Ins84] and Wegman [Weg90] and are a common information visualization technique
for high-dimensional data sets. Each data dimension (gene) is represented in parallel co-
ordinates by one parallel axis. Each data sample (cell) has a set of associated expression
values defining a point on each parallel axis. By connecting the corresponding points of
neighboring axes each cell can be represented by a data line, i.e., a “zigzag” line connect-
ing adjacent parallel axes. The intersection point of the data line with each vertical axis
corresponds to the value of the sample for the corresponding dimension (i.e., the relative
expression level for the corresponding gene in that cell). In Figure 3, an example parallel
coordinate view is shown visualizing the expression of six selected genes in all cells of the
embryo.
3D-parallel coordinates are a direct extension of 2D-parallel coordinates in which the par-
allel axes are extruded into the z dimension. As illustrated in Figure 4, lines are sorted
along the z axis with respect to a selected data dimension so that each parallel axis is de
facto a 2D-scatter-plot. As in 2D-parallel coordinates, corresponding points of neighbor-
ing axes are connected via line segments. In PCX2 the same information is displayed
along the z dimension for all axes, in this way a 3D-plot of non-intersecting parallel data
lines is created each representing one cell. Data lines can be sorted in parallel coordi-
nates according to the position of cells along the anterior-posterior axis (AP)(head to rear)
or dorsal-ventral circumference (DV)(circumference around the embryo) which can be
derived from the Unrolled View. Beside this, lines can also be sorted according to the
expression of a selected gene.
PCX2 supports many important extension to standard parallel coordinates such as use of
transparent data lines, semi-transparent color bands to visualize cell selections, or dimen-
sional zooming. Besides this also highlighting and animation of line traces is supported
by PCX2. For more detailed information see [RWK+06].
Figure 3: 2D Parallel coordinate view showing the expression of six selected genes in all blastoderm
cells of the embryo (reproduced in color on p. 14).
Figure 4: 3D Parallel coordinates are a direct extension to regular parallel coordinates and combine
the principle of 2D-scatter-plots and 2D-parallel coordinates (reproduced in color on p. 14).
3.4 Cell Magnifier
Unlike all other views currently available in PCX2, the Cell Magnifier concentrates not on
comparing gene expression values in different cells but on comparing expression values
Figure 5: PointClouxXplore 2 system design. All views are linked via a central cell selector man-
agement system.
in just one cell. A bar graph is used to visualize gene expression values. Each gene is
represented by one bar while the exact measured expression value is displayed in addition
beside each bar. The cell to be displayed in the Cell Magnifier can be selected in any
physical view and is highlighted by graying it out. An example illustrating use of the
Cell Magnifier to analyze the expression in a cell located in the posterior giant expression
domain will be provided later in Figure 8. For more detailed information about the Cell
Magnifier see Weber et al. [WRH+07].
4 Linking the Views via Cell Selection
The different views described in the previous section are useful in their own right and can
be used individually to mine data sets for new information. It is, however, often useful to
compare and correlate the information of different views. The principle of cell selection
(also referred to as brushing) provides effective means for linking different views. By se-
lecting cells of interest in one view and highlighting the same cell subset in all other views
interactive exploration of the data becomes possible. Selection of cells can be performed
in each view of PCX2 with respect to different data properties, e.g., cell position or gene
expression (see Section 4.1). To allow for definition of more complex cell queries, cell
selections can be combined using logical operations (see Section 4.2).
In PCX2 all cell selections are stored in dedicated so called cell selector objects. All cell
selectors are stored and managed in a central cell selector management system. All views
have access to the same set of cell selectors via this central management system. This
simple but effective system design allows one to easily integrate new views in PCX2 and
link them to the already existing views. Figure 5 illustrates the basic system design of
PCX2. The different views are each independent of one another and are interconnected
only indirectly via the central cell selector management. Independent of the criteria em-
ployed to perform cell selection, each cell selector defines for each cell whether it is the
selected or not. In addition, each cell selector is required to have a name, color, and a
flag defining whether the cell selector should be displayed or not. Therefore, a common
base class can be used to define properties common for all types of cell selectors. By using
such a common interface all types of cell selectors can be efficiently displayed in all views.
Which types of cell selectors can be edited and created in the different views then depends
on according to which data properties cell selection can be performed in a view.
Figure 6: By drawing an axes aligned box in a scatter-plot one can select cells with respect to the
expression of up to three genes (reproduced in color on p. 14).
Figure 7: By defining ranges in expression using handles attached to each parallel axis it is possible
to select cells with respect to the expression of all genes displayed in the parallel coordinate view.
4.1 Basic Cell Selection Operations
Cell selection can be performed with respect to different data properties in different views.
The basic cell selection operations performed directly by the user can be subdivided into
three different categories:
• Cell selection based on cell positions can be performed in any physical view. By
drawing on the surface of the embryo the researcher can define which cells in which
region of the embryo are of interest.
• Cell selection based on gene expression can be performed in scatter-plots as well
as parallel coordinates. Dedicated cell selectors allow the user to select cells with
respect to ranges in gene expression. All cells contained in a so defined multi-
dimensional box in gene expression space are marked as selected. In a scatter-plot
cell selection can be performed with respect to the expression of up to three genes
by defining an axis-aligned box in the plot (see Figure 6). In parallel coordinates
cell selection can be performed with respect to all n displayed data dimensions by
defining ranges in gene expression with sliders attached to each parallel axis (see
Figure 7).
• Cell selection based on spatial information and gene expression can be per-
formed using seed cell selection and the Cell Magnifier. Seed cell selection requires
the index of a cell as well a set of expression range(s) for selected genes as input.
Using the cell currently displayed in the Cell Magnifier as seed point to initiate the
selection process, a flood fill method is used to identify all cells in a contiguous
region whose expression levels lie within the specified expression range(s). In the
example shown in Figure 8, seed cell selection is used to select the posterior ex-
pression domain of the giant expression pattern. Besides seed cell selection, one
can also use 3D parallel coordinates to select cells with respect to spatial informa-
tion as well as gene expression. If data lines are sorted in 3D parallel coordinates
with respect to AP- or DV-cell positions then ranges in AP/DV-space can be used in
addition to range(s) in gene expression to perform cell selection.
Figure 8: Using seed cell selection it is possible to easily and accurately select contiguous regions
on the embryo that show specific expression properties.
4.2 Combining Cell Selections
To make definition of more complex cell queries possible, basic cell selections can be com-
bined in PCX2 using logical operations such as AND, OR, and NOT. The AND-operator
defines the intersection of two cell selections and the OR-operator their union. The NOT-
operator then inverts a cell selection and selects all cells not selected by the input cell
selection. Logical operators are implemented in PCX2 as special types of cell selectors
that define a new selection of cells based on the cell selection defined by one or two other
cell selectors. A logical operator can again function as input to another logical operator
allowing complex cell queries to be defined. Such cell queries consisting of both basic and
logical cell selectors can be represented as a tree structure in which the basic cell selectors
are always leaves of the tree. In Figure 9, cell selectors are used to define the patterns of
the genes giant (gt), hunchback (hb ), and Kru¨ppel (Kr) via thresholding. The thresholded
patterns are then combined using logical operators in order to validate a model for regula-
tion of stripe two of the eve expression pattern. A comparison of the defined selection with
the thresholded pattern of the gene eve shows a close match in the domain of eve stripe
two indicating that gt, hb, and Kr may be able to regulate this part of the eve pattern.
Figure 9: Combining cell selectors defining the patterns of gt, hb, and Kr using logical operators.
The selection result is then compared with a cell selector that selects all cells expressing eve at
medium to high levels by defining the overlay of both selections (reproduced in color on p. 14).
5 Implementation
PCX2 is an interactive exploration tool. All here described views are rendered interactively
and all described interactions take, at most, a fraction of a second to complete. PCX2
is implemented as C++ stand-alone application using Trolltechs Qt 4.2 library (http:
//www.trolltech.com/) and OpenGL (http://www.opengl.org/) as cross-
platform widget and graphics libraries. PCX2 is available for Linux, MacOS and Win-
dows. An earlier version of PCX has already been released to the public and can be
downloaded free of charge from the BDTNPs web page http://bdtnp.lbl.gov/
Fly-Net/bioimaging.jsp?w=pcx. The full version of PCX2 as described here
will also be made available for free soon via the BDTNPs web page. PCX2 is used
as a means to view the BDTNP’s release data sets describing spatial gene expression in
Drosophila blastoderms [BDT].
6 Conclusions and Future Work
PCX has already shown to be a valuable tool to members of the BDTNP as well as users
of the publicly available 3D gene expression database of the BDTNP. Along with the
next release of the database we will also make PCX2 available for free public download.
PCX2 provides all features of PCX and includes additional extension such as 3D parallel
coordinates and supports visualization of the latest 3D gene expression data created by
the BDTNP. Scatter-plots and parallel coordinates should allow researchers to examine
relationships between 20-30 genes.
Here we have provided an overview of all views available in PCX2 and shown how linking
of the views via cell selection can be used for effective data exploration. Using selected ex-
amples, we have shown how one can analyze the spatial expression pattern of genes using
physical views and expression surfaces. Information visualization views, such as scatter-
plots and parallel coordinates, then enable analysis of gene inter-relationships directly in
gene expression space. We have illustrated how dedicated cell selection operations such as
seed cell selection can be used to effectively define cells of interest, such as an expression
domain of a selected gene. We have also shown how binary logical models of genetic
interactions can be analyzed by combining thresholded patterns of selected genes using
logical operations.
As the BDTNP continues to collect data for many more genes, this imposes several new
challenges for future work. For example, with our current approach it is possible to ef-
fectively visualize expression levels of five to six genes simultaneously in a physical view.
(The exact number depends on the spatial distribution of the patterns.) Mapping an even
larger number of genes to color will be one of the challenges arising from the increasing
number of genes. By integrating automated data analysis methods, such as clustering and
dedicated dimension reduction techniques into PCX, we hope to address the arising need
to examine the expression of several hundred genes.
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Figure 3: 2D Parallel coordinate view showing the
expression of six selected genes in all blastoderm
cells of the embryo.
Figure 6: By drawing an axes aligned box in
a scatter-plot one can select cells with respect
to the expression of up to three genes.
Figure 4: 3D Parallel coordinates are a direct extension to regular parallel coordinates and combine
the principle of 2D-scatter-plots and 2D-parallel coordinates.
Figure 9: Combining cell selectors defining the patterns of gt, hb, and Kr using logical operators.
The selection result is then compared with a cell selector that selects all cells expressing eve at
medium to high levels by defining the overlay of both selections.
